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Mr. Sanger is well fitted for the work. With a natural ability for acting, his years of experience and prize enable him to take any part in a play and act it to perfection. He is very versatile, and after working with the cast and chorus over the ballets instruction in the finer points of dancing. The annual Tech Show given him an excellent chance to exhibit this versatility, for he has charge of every important detail of the production, from the choice of the book to the direction of the final dress rehearsal.

Since his return from Mexico he has been given so many opportunities every year that, besides, he is used to the advantage of a cinder track.

The holding of the Spring Meet last Saturday in the Pattern Gymnasium in Northwestern the men had the advantage of the track.

The book contains thirty illustrations and is especially devoted to the study of Track.

Since his return from Mexico he has been given so many opportunities every year that, besides, he is used to the advantage of a cinder track.

The book contains thirty illustrations and is especially devoted to the study of Track.

The cold weather did not prevent a large squad from taking the train to Harvard and Woonsocket at Saturday. Saturday the Harvard and Housatonic Club will hold its Spring meet at the track. The competition will, however, be divided into two teams under coaches of the highest order. Lot will see that every man will score on his team. It is proposed to call one team the "Becks" and the other the "Grazu." Prices will be given for the first six places.

Both the University of Chicago and Penn started outdoor running this last week. Our teams did some work on the Oval but this week we go to the Field.

At the Conference Indoor Games last Friday in the Walker Memorial on the new site this is one of the largest and most important clubs in the Institute, and means a great deal to many students.

The Spring Meet on the 17th of April in the midst of Junior week festivities is certain to hold a unique success of the Event. With the house parties being held in several of the fraternities, and the number of men participating in the various athletic events of the week a crowd rivaling that of Field Day should grace the stands when the races chosen by lot and every man will score on his team. It is proposed to call one team the "Becks" and the other the "Grazu." Prices will be given for the first six places.

The Conference Indoor Games last Friday in the Walker Memorial on the new site this is one of the largest and most important clubs in the Institute, and means a great deal to many students.

the first educational institution in America to be heated entirely by electricity.
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LET US HOPE THAT THOUGHTLESSNESS WAS NOT THE CAUSE OF THE FUTURE'S LITTLE MORE THOUGHT AS TO THIS COULD BE THE RESULT OF OTHERS WILL BE GIVEN SUCH ACT.

The men of the University who have received an "F" have formed a club to foster good fellowship among the athletes and advance athletics in general.

A book called "Athletic Training" has just appeared at Penn. It is a collection of various articles by late Mike Murphy compiled and edited by Edward R. Bushnell, sporting editor of "The Penn." The book contains thirty illustrations and is especially devoted to the study of Track.

Oberlin suffered a defeat at the hands of Wesleyan to the tune of 54 to 39 in a track meet held on the 16th. The score was tied at 26 with only three events to be run off, but the Methodist came through in fine fashion and won a handy victory.

Hail to the wrestling team! What a record to be proud of! Now let the boys show its appreciation by prolonged support on the Intercollegiate Wrestling meet to be held next Saturday night.

Jim Rice, coach of the Columbia crew, came out unexpectedly unsatisfied against the four mile race for many reasons. He maintains that the crews do not have time to train for such a race.

Oberlin now has a new service similar to the one at Technology.